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HIFLEX Drives New Digital Open Integration Solution With 

Muller Martini 
MIS Functions and Post Press Systems are Integrated in an Open Environment Providing 

a Fully Integrated Digital Workflow  

 

ASHLAND, NY, May 4, 2009 – HIFLEX, the global MIS and Web2Print solutions provider and 

leader in JDF integration and workflow, along with Muller Martini, the world pacesetter in print 

finishing innovation, and SoftSolutions, a provider of software for the graphic arts industry, have 

collaborated and successfully tested a new benchmark in digital workflow. 

The test configuration included Muller Martini finishing equipment and Muller’s CONNEX digital 

workflow system along with HIFLEX’s MIS business automation systems and SoftSolutions’ 

FLEX-OS data integration platform. For this particular demonstration, which was successfully 

conducted last month, a Muller Martini Primera E140 saddle stitcher was used. The full digital 

JDF workflow can be implemented on virtually all new and many legacy Muller Martini print 

finishing machines. 

“We’re very excited about this strategic initiative between Muller Martini, SoftSolutions and 

HIFLEX,” commented Gary E. Marron, President and CEO, HIFLEX Corporation of North 

America. “The automated digital workflow solution that we have created as a team provides a 

mechanism for true JDF integration adhering to an open standard, effectively eliminating the 

‘islands’ that exist between administration, estimating,  order entry and production. This results 

in enhanced functionality and higher profit potential for printing and binding companies.” 

Marron continued, “The return on investment that can be achieved across the board by 

employing automation in printing workflow is very dramatic. This configuration highlights the 

savings that can be realized in the print finishing category.” 
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“Muller Martini recognizes the importance of the growing need for workflow throughout the entire 

production floor, including the bindery,” stated Werner Naegeli, President/CEO Muller Martini 

Corp.  “The collaboration with SoftSolutions and HIFLEX to create an open architecture system 

to offer our customers was a key initiative for Muller Martini.  We realize in these challenging 

times our customers are looking for forward thinking ideas to help them sustain their business 

and prepare for the future.”   

Printers and binderies now have the ability to integrate their MIS functions and their post-press 

machines in an open architecture environment utilizing JDF/JMF digital file workflow. Information 

is electronically exchanged in real time, reducing or eliminating the need for costly manual 

intervention while also providing more accuracy, speed and productivity in job costing, planning, 

make-readies, reporting, throughput and many other aspects of production. 

“HIFLEX and SoftSolutions are ideal complements to our machines and our workflow 

technologies, enabling Muller customers both present and future to optimize the profitability that 

our equipment has been engineered to deliver to their businesses,” said Doug Stryker, Division 

Manager, Print Finishing Systems,  Muller Martini. “And because the new digital solution is built 

on an open platform, a wide range of print finishing machines old, new and yet to come can 

utilize this workflow approach to share data and realize the substantial advantages of 

automation, making the most of return on equipment investment.” 

“We recognize Muller Martini as a global leader in print production and welcome this opportunity 

to collaborate on an open integration platform that will serve the print market,” said Jay Foster, 

President, SoftSolutions, Inc. “We’ve worked with Muller Martini engineers in Switzerland and 

with HIFLEX MIS software experts in Europe and the USA to quickly demonstrate the benefits of 

JDF Standards for automating machine setups, automating data collection directly from MIS and 

equipment, and enabling real-time visibility on performance for better cost controls. This project 

is a testimony to the fact that JDF integration is ready for prime time.“ 

HIFLEX IN BRIEF 

HIFLEX is an international software provider who develops sophisticated solutions especially for 

the Print and Media Industry: 

HIFLEX MIS (Management Information System) - precisely models and supports all business 

processes in printing plants and media companies and is subdivided into the business areas 

Office, Factory and eBusiness. HIFLEX Print Support - high-performance web-based 

eProcurement System for print and media purchasers that provides a highly developed tool to 
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organize the process of print procurement more efficient. HIFLEX Webshop - new open 

web2print-solution and the only world-wide online print shop with integrated product 

configuration and implemented Internet ordering of custom formats. 

HIFLEX is known world-wide as the technological leader in JDF integration. A close cooperation 

exists with all well-known press and system suppliers in the print and media industry. HIFLEX is 

partner member of the CIP4 Organization, won twelve of the CIP4 Innovation (CIPPI) Awards 

and is the PIA/GATF 2008 InterTech Technology Award recipient. HIFLEX is the most 

successful software provider for the print and media industry. HIFLEX is JDF-certified by the 

CIP4 Organization and by PIA/GATF. 

HIFLEX software is installed in 30 countries and available in 28 languages. About 30% of 

revenue is re-invested in research and development annually. 

www.hiflex.com, www.printsupport.com 


